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IELTS LISTENING
Form Completion

INTRODUCTION

��� form ���� ��� ������ ����  blanks �����। 
Listening passage � �� base �� missing informations 
�	� �	��� ���। 
Answers 
�	� ��,��� �� ��� ��� factual informations ��� ���� ���� phone 
numbers, dates and times. 
Form completion questions usually appear in the section 1 of the listening 
test.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR WORD LIMITS:

Question � ��� �	� ��,
NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER 
����
NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER
�� ���� ���� maximum words �	�� ��� ��� ����� numerically �	��� �����।  
����  �� �� instructions � ����� numerical number �� word ������ count �� 
�� ��। ������� ������ word �� �	��� �� ��� number ���� �� ����� ���।  
Hyphenated words are counted as one word. 

Examples: 
12 Hillstation Road > two words and a number 
Twelve Hillstation Road > three words
Step-mother > one word

TIPS:

���� ��� �� ���� ��� �� ������ �� ����  Section 1 - � ���� ���	�� ���। �� ���� 
���� keywords underline �� ��	�� ��� ���� ��� ���� 
�	��� �� �� �����  ����।
Answer 
�	� ���� ���� ���� ����� ����। ���� ����� �������� ������ information 
related notes ���� ���� ����। ������ ����� �� ��� information-� ����� ����� ���।
��� ����� ��� ������� information � ���� ����� �� ���।
��	�� ����� �� 
�	� capital letters -� �	���।
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NOTES:

Numbers in Form Completion :
Firstly, native speakers ���� "zero"- ������  “oh” ����� ��। They may also group 
numbers together by saying "double" or "triple" in front of it. So, 0668880711 
would sound like "oh, double six, triple eight, oh, seven, double one.".
Additionally, when discussing measurements, "zero"- ������  “nought” ����� ��� 
���। For example, the num

Dates in Form Completion:

Answer � dates �	�� ��� ��� ���� options ���।
Example: “September sixth”:
September 6th > Write out the whole month with the ordinal number (using th)
Sept 6th > Abbreviate the month and write the ordinal number.
6th of September > Put the ordinal number first, as long as you put “of” in between 
the number and the month.
6th of Sept > This follows the same rule, with an abbreviated month.
06/09 > This format follows the UK rule of placing the number before the month.
09/06 > This format follows the US rule of placing the month before the number.

Currency in Form Completion:

£/$ 8.80 �� ����� ����� ��� ���। For instance - 
£ 8.80 > Eight pounds eighty (quite informal)
£ 8.80 > Eight pounds and eighty pence (neutral/more formal)
$ 8.80 > Eight dollars and eighty cents (neutral/more formal)
$ 8.80 > Eight eighty (quite informal)

Measurements in Form Completion:

Expect to see a range of measurements, including but not limited to, 
centimetres (centimeters), kilometres (kilometers), and kilograms. ���� UK or 
US spellings ���� ����� ��� �����। ��¡ ����� consistency ���� ��� �����। 
Additionally,  ���� measurements 
�	� ������� ����¢ ��� ����। For example -
Ninety kilometers > 90 kilometers / 90 kilometres / 90 km / 90 kms
ber 0.9 could be said as “nought point nine” or “zero point nine”.
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MOVING TO BANFORD CITY

Example

Linda recommends living in a suburb of Dolson.

Accommodation
   Average rent 1 £ 850 a month.

Transport
   Linda travels to work by  bike/ bicycle.
   Limited parking in the city Center.
   Trains to London every 30/thirty minutes.
   Poor train service at weekend(s).

Advantage of Living in Banford 
   New cinema opened recently.
   Dentist has an excellent reputation.
   Good hospital on Bridge Street.

Meet Linda
   Meet Linda on Thursday after 5.30 pm
   In the cafe opposite the station.


